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I. Answers Any THREE of

The Following Questions is

not exceeding 40 lines each.  

      40  
   .

(3X10=30)
1. Define political science and

explain its scope?

    ,   
  ?

2. Define state and discuss its
essential features?
  ,    
   ?

3. Define Law explain its various

sources?

   ,    
   ?

4. What is Scientific Socialism?

Examine it’s basic principles?

   ?  
   ?

5. What is Executive? What are it’s

functions?

      ? 
        ?

II. Answer ANY EIGHT of the

following questions in not

exceeding 20 lines each. 

        20  
      
.  (8x5=40) 

6. Write about the relationship of

political science with sociology?

   -   
      ?

7. Explain any four kinds of
Sovereignty?

        
  ?

8. Describe the merits of

Nationalism?

      
 ?

9. Explain any three kinds 

of equality. 

        
   ?

10. Gandhiji’s views on religion and
politics. 
,        
  .

11. What are the features of rights. 

   ?
12. How a citizen Looses citizenship

     ?

13. Explain any four essential conditions

for the success of  Democracy.

        
       ?

14. What are the features of secular

state. 

     ?
15. What are the merits and demerits

of a written constitution.

    , 
 ? 

16. What are the reasons for the

decline of the significance of

legislature? 

       
    ?

17. Explain the main features of

Presidential form of Government. 

       
  ?

III. Answer ANY FIFTEEN of

the questions in not

exceeding 5 lines each. 

      5  
                  

15x2=30
18. Behaviouralism  -    
19. Father of political Science  

    

20. What is Government 

  
21. Define Nation -    
22. Rule of Law -      
23. What is Civil Liberty

   
24. Define Justice  

   . 
25. Non Violence - 

 
26. Satyagraha -  
27. Civil disobedience -    
28. Classify Rights -    
29. What are Political Rights 

   ?
30. Mention any two qualities 

of a good citizen 

       ?
31. What is Recall   

    ?
32. What is Public Opinion

    ? 
33. What is Theocratic State 

   ?
34. What is Preamble 

    ?
35. What is Judicial review

    ?
36. Senate - 
37. Collective Responsibility 

  

Time : 3 hours Max Marks: 100

I.  Answers ANY THREE of

The Following Questions in

not exceeding 40 lines each. 

      40  
    .

(3X10=30)
1. Explain the salient features of

indian Constitution?
      
  ?

2. Explain the Fundamental Rights

as Incorporated in the Indian

Constitution. 

     
     ?

3. Describe the Powers of Prime

Minister of India?

        
 ?

4. Describe the Composition

Powers and functions of election

commission of India?

    ,  
,     .

5. discuss the formation of 

Telangana as the new state in the

Indian Union

      
      
 ?

II. Answer ANY EIGHT of the

following questions in not

exceeding 20 lines each. 

        20 
       .

(8x5=40) 
6. Explain any four causes for the

Indian National movement?

        
     ?

7. Write about election of vice

president and his functions. 

    ,   ,  
 ?

8.   Write about Powers and functions

of the state Governor?

     ,  
 ?

9.  Describe the legislative relations

between union and state?

-      
   ?

10.  Examine the recommendations of

the sarkaria commission?

        
  .

11. Describe the main provisions of

the 73rd constitution amendment

act 1992?

73    -1992
     ?

12. Briefly write about electoral

reforms in India?

          
  ?

13. Describe Various anti corruption

laws in India? 

          
   ?

14. Explain the provisions of 

Gentlemens Agreement?

          
 ?

15. Explain the provisions of A.P.

Reorganization Act 2014?

        2014
   ?

16. What is e-Governance : Explain

its merits?

     ? 
    ?

17. Explain any two features of

Indian foreign policy?

       
     ?

III.  Answer ANY FIFTEEN of 

the quest ions in not exceeding

5 lines each.  

     5  
                  

15x2=30
18. Methods of extremists    

        
19. Drafting Committee  

   
20. Any four Fundamental Duties

     
21. Composition of electoral College

    ?
22. National Emergency 

      
23. State Executive   

     
24. Concurrent list  
25. Gram sabha -  
26. Sarpanch -  
27. What are electronic voting

machines  
      ?

28. When is National Voters day

observed -     
    .?

29. Whistle Blowers -    
30. Forms of Corruption  

   
31. Mulki Rules -    
32. Sakala janula Samme  

    
33. Million March -  

  
34. What is Accountability

    ?
35. In which year the RTI was

enacted & enforced 

       
    ?

36. What is BIMSTEC 

   ?
37. List the main organs of UNO   

       ?
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